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Tulare County experiments with Evergreen treatment as

citrus harvest gears up; meets with residents to

discuss Woodville plans
On Oct. 10, the Tulare County Agri-

cultural Commissioner’s Office (TCAC)

participated in an experiment to determine

whether the use of Evergreen applied by

fogger might be an effective method of

killing GWSS in bulk citrus loads in a

sealed sweat-room.

Our staff provided the live GWSS for

the trials and secured the specimens from

escape, while advising on the experimen-

tal parameters. Final evaluations are still

being made, but the observations of our

staff were encouraging.

This past Monday, TCAC and CDFA

conducted a public meeting for the resi-

dents of the Woodville Housing Project to

explain the planned treatment of trees and

shrubs around the 175 residences

(houses and apartments). A total of six

people attended to find out more informa-

tion about GWSS and the treatments. No

opposition was expressed, just curiosity.

The treatments were started on Tuesday,

Oct. 15, and are proceeding normally.

If you think you have found GWSS,

we need to know about it! Only by accu-

rately identifying infested areas can we

make reasonable decisions about how to

proceed in the future.

If you have a captured specimen,

GWSS on sticky tape, or in traps, please

contact your local Agricultural

Commissioner’s Office. For those in Tulare

County, your contacts for GWSS identifica-

tions are Dennis Haines or Daniel Bigham

at (559) 685-3323.

— Dennis Haines, Tulare County

Agricultural Commissioner’s Office

With the citrus har-

vest starting in the

southern San

Joaquin Valley, it’s

important to make

pickers aware of

their ability to inad-

vertently move

GWSS.

Advise citrus pick-

ers to empty pick-

ing bags prior to

leaving an or-

chard, shaking

them out to make

sure any plant ma-

terial or insects

are removed.

Research has

shown that GWSS

can survive over-

night in picking

bags. Turning bags

inside out before

leaving infested or-

chards should be a

top priority for

minimizing the

spread of GWSS to

uninfested or-

chards.

Shake out

those citrus

picking

bags


